
Your Boyfriend Likes to Play

Video Games and Make You Watch
Pleading His Case

he says,
spend the night

I edit memories

I choose to

spend the night

on
cold pizza

but I'm on a diet this week

I eat three.

I eat memories

I choose to watch

molsonx
tastes the best but

I like gin

ars, ! 00

A bottle from the corner,
he returns to TV screen

Old hurt, bad call
many years travelling,

but he just wanted to dribble

like the pros

Still, he wonders why
they complain so much

He cheers for cheerleaders

and overtime

He remembers his gravel court
pounded down

and the night he hung up
the old rim in the garage

I don't even like
pepperoni
I'm a vegetarian.

I take off my bra and he
scores

I take off time

but he isn't waiting.

spend the night,
he says

and I choose wanting.

invent memories

I choose to eat
meat



ildhood

"Well, it ain't childhood
'less a fryin pan's thrown at your head".

She tells me

sitting on the yellowed counter
one boot in the sink
pouring the remains
of a broken beer bottle
into a chipped mug

I sit, the quiet drink

scrape dried sugar off the kitchen table
stare past her head
out the window ...

She goes,

"Y'know metal bounces? Even iron."

I had swept the glass shards
into the empty mop bucket
the floor was stuck with booze

"I never threw nothin' that heavy."

linoleum peeled back
where the wall met the floor
jagged like a hangnail

and she slides off the counter
shoes drop, cabinet rattle

"Well, I ain't never had the heart."

a big wide smile

her mouth stretches sideways
one crooked tooth

how these snags become scars

After the Game

We spill out ofBC Place and swamp
Cambie, sloshing to the stop
and-go waves of the constable's
silly orange baton. We squelch
our way across Georgia, traffic backed up

over the ridge. A few of us stop
in front of the armoury to mount
the rusting tank that's been welded
there to remind us of something noble
we don't appreciate because we are drunk,
have time to kill (the SkyTrain platform overflowing)

and have claimed the greatest peak
from which to wave our flags and beat

our liquid chests.
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On some mountains
the smell of eucalyptus
is a soft music.
The tumbled air a full bath
inverted -
we fall into it upright.

As I walk I hum the words

to songs in languages
I never knew.
If you were here
we would translate the light
into cadence and voice.

Sometimes the taste of good beer is all
foothills and flooded fields.
Sometimes it is the odor
of the barn my grandfather built
from pine, near a pond
in Georgia.

I have had a beer and am going to write
a poem.

I have swept the bathroom floor, and thought about
the setting sun.

About lips, what they mean

when kissed and slightly parted.

I have thought about half-closed eyes.

I have thought, the sun is going down,
or coming up, and should it matter?

I have thought, other bathroom floors have been swept,
mine is but one more.

I thought the beer was very cold
and good.


